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Kendall Jenner? Well, several fans think
so. Anyone familiar with pop culture and
is keeping up with the Kardashians
knows that Kendall Jenner is rumored to
be dating the Puerto Rican rapper and
singer-songwriter, Bad Bunny. Now with
his new song released, the fans are
relating the lyrics and saying it is about
his girlfriend, who is also a conveniently
certified horse girl, basically cementing
their romance.  On Monday, the
reggaetón sensation released his newest
single 'Un Preview' and the internet
detectives spared no time in breaking
down the lyrics and finding the
connection with his lady lover. Social
media is blasted with the breakdown of
Bad Bunny's lovestruck and sexy lyrics
and fans have come up with the theory
that this is an ode to Miss Jenner.
According to the theories of Bad Bunny
fans, this sexy romantic song is for his
current partner, supermodel Kendall
Jenner who first was linked with the
singer in this year's February.
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Music News

Ed Sheeran
Crashes Las
Vegas
Wedding With
His ‘Magical’
Performance
It can go down on Sheeran's resume
from now on that he is a
professional wedding crasher who
can give that magical touch to a
wedding. Recently he posted a
video on Instagram where he was
seen crashing a wedding just before
the couple was about to say ‘I Do’.
The video occurred at a Las Vegas
chapel where the couples
exchanged their vows. The couple
(revealed to be Jordan and Carter
Lindenfield by a local newspaper)
were holding hands and was about
to say ‘I Do’. This is when Ed
Sheeran emerged at the wedding
with his acoustic guitar and started
to perform his yet-to-release track
‘Magical’, along with a few of his
backup singers.

‘Magical’ is a single from his
upcoming album ‘Autumn
Variations’, set to release on the
29th of September 2023. Sheeran
sings along with the chorus, “This
is how it feels to be in love/ This is
magical, this is magical/ Is this how
it feels to be in love?/ This is
magical, this is magical.”
The newly wedded pair was
completely speechless as asked
Sheeran for photos once the
performance was over. He did not
just crash and sing a song at their
wedding, he also signed their
wedding certificate as a witness.

While uploading the video on social

media he captioned, “Crashed a
wedding, this is Magical x”.

In the comments section of his
post, the newly minted Mrs.
Lindenfield wrote, “THANK YOU
SO MUCH for the most magical
day of our lives … we’ll truly never
forget this or the wedding advice
you gave us.” She also posted
about this incident in her feed and
she captioned her post, “We’re
still processing what an
unforgettable moment this was!
Thank you @teddysphotos for
truly making our special day
magical.”

Last Saturday Ed Sheeran on 9th
September Sheeran was set to
perform at the Las Vegas’
Allegiant Stadium. But he
postponed the show and

rescheduled it for 28th October. He
wrote, “I can’t believe I’m typing
this but there’s been some
challenges encountered during the
load in of our Vegas show,”
continuing further, “It’s impossible
to go forward with the show. I’m so
sorry. I know everyone has travelled
in for this and I wish I could change
it. The gig will be postponed to
Saturday, October 28th and all
purchased tickets will be valid for
that date. I’m so, so sorry x.”
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BTS' RM Aka Namjoon Shares A Heartfelt Letter On His Birthday
And Tasks About New Music

Light some candles and sing Happy
Birthday! Our Jonnie turns 29
today! The rapper-songwriter
posted a big message on his social
media, reflecting on his past 28
years of life. The note was posted
on Weverse on September 11
(Monday) where RM talks about his
emotional journey which matured
over time, the relationship between
him and his fans, and exciting new
upcoming music.

“It’s my last birthday in my 20s,” he
began. “I always feel a little
embarrassed. I don’t think it’s a big
day for me, but … I’m so happy and
blessed that so many people
congratulated me sincerely.” “I
want to be a person who can be as
honest as possible, but what can
the existence between the
intangible and tangible of fans and

 singers be beyond that? Is everything
acceptable under the kind ghost of love?
I’m still going through the experience
where revealing becomes a weakness
and honesty hurts, but I’m not sure yet,”
he wrote. “I said before that I was sad
because it was getting harder to talk. I
think that fact is still the same. But I’ve
gotten a lot calmer. As I received the
sincerity of thinking about receiving it
once in my life like a heavy rain, I also
realized that I was a temperamentally
optimistic person who considered salt
and emptiness as cool. Isn’t this a
miracle? These days, I’m living with by
‘Why not?’ I’m living by sharing the
optimism that was interpreted by the
love I received” he continued.Rap
Monster The Wildflower singer also
shared his views on love stating "Love is
something which gives a name to
someone, it is something that I think

from time to time. Until Kim
Namjoon becomes, 'Kim Namjoon'.
He then proceeded to tell fans why
he chose music as a platform along
with his views on upcoming music,
by saying "Yes, Could I show
honesty in a better way than in
music? It's a truth everyone is
aware of however I feel like it's not
enough. This is why, I sometimes
wonder if I became BTS because of
this." He concluded the letter by
expressing his feelings and
gratitude toward the AMRY saying,
"I just wanted to say that I love you
with the latest and best version of
myself. Although I can not hug
each one of you, my feelings go
beyond that. No matter which
appearance I take, I would not ask
for your love. However, I will do my
best efforts to reflect on how much
love I receive."
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Artist Spotlight

Forever TMB Tay, the Rising Alternate Hip-Hop Artist Makes
Brisk Moves With ‘COWBOY WALK’

Introducing Forever TMB Tay, an
emerging artist from North
Carolina who has come up with a
brand new musical composition
named ‘COWBOY WALK’.
Masterfully crafted, the single
offers a unique experience of the
lyrically woven song that provides a
taste of hip-hop and rap along with
some earthy country flavors. Just
like the title suggests, the song
offers an intriguing narrative and a
metaphoric representation of life.
Walking down the dirt road, cowboy
TMB Tay has offered a flawless
performance with his groovy
deliverance. The musical
arrangement in the track is quite
organic and breezy which allows
the subject matter to grow. Truly,
Tay has created a Work of Art.

The track ‘COWBOY WALK’ has
also been released with a music

video that, the radio edit of the tracks
featuring an animated video where a
cowboy could be seen walking down a
road. Jake Angel Beats did an amazing
job as well in turning this music project
into a masterpiece. Like his previous
works, this song is also a reflection of
his emotions. Tay has gone through a
fair share of turmoil in his life. However,
it could never overpower the love and
passion he had for music and rap. He is
greatly inspired by emo rap and
alternative rap and that is noticeable in
his musical arsenal as well. In 2021, he
started his professional music career
with the album "Forevermore" which
helped him garner a lot of attention.
The singles from this album like
‘Rebirth’, ‘Contact’, ‘Exhale’, ‘Cutting
Ties’, etc each of songs provide a
potential dose of poignancy and
emotionally stricken verses that every
listener can relate with. It is amazing to

witness, how this young alt-rapper
is setting an example in the current
hip-hop scene. Tay’s musical works
helped him channel emotions while
allowing the audience to learn to
proceed in life. With changes in the
family, Tay had to move to Carolina
with his mother and music was the
escape for him. Exploring his
individuality in music and the
experiences of life, he becomes
Forever TMB Tay, a role model for
emerging music artists. The name
stands for Forever Try My Best Tay,
which is the motivation for him to
move forward with his 100%.
Working on his second album, Tay
is all set to come up with more
tracks in the coming days. Follow
him on YouTube, Spotify, and Apple
Music to know more. The artist can
be also found on Instagram for
more updates.
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Enjoy the Freshness and a Unique Blend of Musical Joy in
Wasting May’s Debut EP ‘Machine’

In the world of music, the
alternative music genre is one of
the most popular and attractive
genres. Mainly popularized by
Nirvana, music listeners mainly
feel more connected to alternative
music as it appears to be more
authentic and genuine than
commercial and mainstream
musical genres. Taking this genre
to the next level, the extremely
talented duo of singer-songwriter,
Wasting May has released their
debut EP on digital platforms. Upon
release, the EP is gaining a lot of
attention from both domestic and
international fans and listeners,
establishing their talent and hard
work. The debut EP, ‘Machine’ has a
total of 5 mind-blowing tracks that
will make you a fan as well.

Ethan DeBoard and Evelyn May
Nielsen are the two members of the
band. Hailing from Orlando, Florida
met in 2018 as freshmen in high
school. Their common love for m

usic and passion for crafting songs
brought them together. Both of them
grew up with music being the most
personal and most intimate form of art
which made them extremely passionate
since their childhood. Ethan DeBoard
has always been keen to learn and play
instruments which helped him in the
journey of self-learning guitar. Since the
age of 15, guitar has been a real
dedication of him which then got
developed into something serious,
something professional. Evelyn May
Nielsen on the other hand has been into
creative writing as well as music for as
long as she can remember. When both of
these joined their forces together, the
band was born.

Wasting May aspires to create music
that emphasizes intentionality and
poeticism through its music. At the
same time, the band also strives to make
music with inmate sounds and lyrics.
With a focus on being relatable to its
audience yet presenting something
fresh, something new every single time,

the band has proved that it is here
to stay for a long time with this
debut album.

What once started on a park bench,
soon developed into something real
and both artists realized they had
achieved something extraordinary
with their album. The duo released
their first single 'Maureen' in May
2023 and later officially released
the EP, ‘Machine’ on September 1,
2023. The EP, consisting of 'INTRO',
'Body Running', 'Maureen', 'Far
Away', and 'Machine', a total of 5
tracks is as impressive as ever. All
tracks focus on the feeling of losing
something or someone and really
touch your soul with its deep, and
thoughtful lyrics. The vocals are
impeccable and match very well
with the alternative compositions.
The album is available on Spotify
and if you want more updates,
follow them on Instagram and
TikTok.
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Powerhouse of
Talent, Getem
Jesus Da Prince
Treats His Fans
With Stormy
Soundtrack
‘Why Are You On
Me’
The gigantic artist from Rochester,
New York has taken the internet by
storm by dropping his latest fiery
music track. Despite having a keen
interest in music, Getem Jesus da
prince never pursued his career as a
musician until he discovered his
passion for music. He used to write
rhymes on a poetic verge while
growing up. The 32-year-old
musician has concreted his career
in the world of Hip-Hop and R&B
after showcasing his profound
knowledge and skill in blending
intense and uncertain music with
ethereal lyricism. His magnificent
creations are truly brave and allow
no rough edges to go unnoticed.

The looping hook of the
powerhouse of talent has managed
to captivate the love and
appreciation of music enthusiasts
across the globe. ‘Why Are You On
Me’ has the magical trait to glue
the audience throughout. The
music track carries a heavy
influence of Sade, Toni Braxton,
Aaliyah, French Montana and
Drake, delivers a smooth shoulder-
swaying vibe. The ear-worm
musical wisely uses the rising
energy of the vocals as well as
offers a soul-rock mix. The fast-
paced track beautifully carries the
essence of a dreamy.

The individuality and diversity
have made the artist so unique.
Fans enjoy his charming effort
and quirky presentation of music.

Moreover, the instantly awakening
track continues to impress the
listener by adding a crisp and
fresh essence to the traditional
and monotonous genre of Hip-
Hop. The refreshing sound
designs and smoky vibe of the
soundtrack emerge at the very
right moment which makes the
track increasingly likable. The
energy of the soundtrack builds
throughout but the vocal charm
remains to be as it is. The
evocative music beats have a
hypnotic comfort which seems to
be enjoyed by the listeners. The
catchy track ‘Why Are You On Me’
is about two minutes and five

 seconds long but fans claim that the
track force you to groove all along
and does not allow to divert mind
while listening.

Well, Getem Jesus da prince is
smoothly raising his reputation of
himself through his notable musical
projects. There are other gritty and
musically smart soundtracks such as
‘Like The Connect Say’, ‘Illuminati
preview’, ‘Influences’, and ‘Check out
my baby’ that have made the fans
fall head over heels. The electrifying
soundtracks carry a distinct sense of
directness of considered words, the
works are very present and ensured
to be heard by the world. You can
listen to all electrifying soundtracks
of emerging artists on Spotify.
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Learning
from Kenny
Petty’s
House
Arrest
Cardi B
Comes to
Defend
Offset
On Thursday, the Raven haired
bombshell Cardi B defended her
husband on Twitter (X). She has
shared that the social media
discourse around this situation is
unfair and it is painting the actions
of Offset as perpetrating.

Court reporter Meghan Cuniff
pointed out that the house arrest
order didn’t mention either the
names of Offset and Cardi B. Cuniff
tweeted about it a day before Petty
was detained under house arrest.
The tweet also mentions that the
“probation officer and judge did not
need an outside report/complaint
to act on” the threats made by the
accused.

Afterward, a blogger named Ken
Barbie quote-tweeted Cuniff’s post
and raised an argument that said
Petty is responsible for putting
himself in trouble for the threats he
made “on Instagram and tag[ging]
every blog in it.” To this post,

Cardi B replied, “EXACTLY KEEP
ME AND MY MANS OUT YALL
FUCKIN MOUTH,” in all caps.

Nicki Minaj also addressed this
issue and her husband’s house
arrest situation on Thursday. She
offered a cryptic tweet, which
contains a GIF of a woman sipping
a drink through a straw out of a
bottle. According to some fans,
this is a direct tweet to aim to
address not only this issue but
also her long-running rivalry with
Cardi B.

In addition to this encrypted GIF,
the Tukoh Taka singer also posted
a video on Instagram promoting
her upcoming episode of her
Queen Radio Show. In this
episode, she might be seen
cozying up to Petty. In the caption
of this post, she wrote,
“#QueenRADIO in NEW YORK
tmrw @ 4 pm est WHO POPPIN
OUT?!?!!!!! #HeavyOnIt.”

Everyone invested in this incident
is eagerly waiting for this episode
and is also keen to know whether
she will take a direct approach to
address this incident live on air.
As per the court documents
shared by reporter Meghan Cuniff
on Twitter on Wednesday, 

Minaj’s husband Kenneth Petty was
sentenced to 120 days of house
arrest for taking aim at Offset on
Instagram Live.
Nicki and Kenneth moved to
California in 2019 right before the
couple got married, and there he was
given a three-year probation and
one year of house detention as he
failed to register as a sex offender in
July 2022. He has been crowned with
this title of ‘Sex offender’ since 1995
after he was convicted of first-degree
attempted rape of a 16-year-old girl.
For this, he has served four years in
prison.

Earlier this month at the MTV VMAs
Nick and Cardi performed and a
video went viral shortly after that. In
that video, Petty is seen calling out
Offset while standing on an empty
street late at night in New York City.
Along with him, there were a few of
his crew members. The clip was
allegedly shot outside of the hotel
where Cardi B and Offset have been
staying.
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Artist Interview

Experience A Heart-
Aching Soundtrack

‘Leaving Me So Lonely’
by Fusion Rock Artist

Kevin C. Browne

11
19
7

The very talented musician Kevin C. Browne is
assembling all the love from his fans from all over the
world for his recently released soundtrack  ‘Leaving Me
So Lonely’. He presented a heartfelt message through
the lyrics for his loved one but the music is very
engaging. Fans are very happy for such a unique
representation and marvelous performance. We recently
chatted and this is how it went –

DMR: Hello Mr. Kevin C Browne, Congratulations
on the immense success of your latest release
‘Leaving Me So Lonely’, and thank you for your
time. How are you enjoying all the attention?

Kevin: Hello.  Thanks very much and thanks for your
time.  I am very awe struck.  I am humbled because I
never dreamed this would happen.

DMR: What was your inspiration for creating the
masterpiece?

Kevin: This is kind of tough to put in a nutshell
because it is a two factor situation in which one factor
is family that I am missing so very much and in hopes
they will come back in my life and a second factor which
was a specific loss of a loved one more so on a romantic
involvement that did return after the song was released.

DMR: Would you like to enlighten us about the
making of the soundtrack?

Kevin: About 5 weeks ago I was sitting in my easy chair
at home which is very near a window and my mind was
in a daydream state thinking about lost loves and that
empty feeling that comes with it. Just like the first line
states “Today I feel so sad, I’ve been so all alone”.  Then
a tune gets into my head and I start writing and went
into my home studio and start putting the pieces
together. I don’t have an actual backing band but
sometimes I have guys that I have that play and tell
them what I am looking for and then I also use
instruments within my PreSonus DAW to build the
sounds and I also play bass guitar.

DMR: What fascinated you to become a singer?

Kevin: I grew up in a musical family and learned about
singing in an early age about 6 years of age. I started
singing in the church and then in High School chorus
gaining lessons. I grew up listening to pop and country
music on the radio. I remember watching the Beatles on
Ed Sullivan with my parents in 1964 and 1965 and I was
fascinated thinking I would like to do that someday.
Now here I am. I know I am no Pavarotti but their are
some that do enjoy my voice. I do it for the love of
music.

DMR: How was your experience working on this
project solo?
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Kevin: It has been a process that has been taxing and
rewarding.  I have been working with professionals that
have many years of experience on the DAW and I have
only been doing it since October 2022 and it is not an
easy journey but I am growing in my knowledge and
going from an amateur level just getting into a semi-
professional level is showing growth.

DMR: Why did you choose the Eclectic style to
portray such meaningful words?

Kevin: I was asked recently about how I would
categorize myself and I said let me think for a couple of
moments and the answer I came back with was I am a
Fusion Rock artist with an Eclectic style of writing.  I
recently received a comment on this song in Repost
Exchange this is eact how it was written but i won’t
disclose who due to privacy. “Kevin I had never heard
this style before.  I am all about originality. This is very
original even down to the instruments selection. Follow
your heart”. I am exactly doing that and this style has
gone both ways not much in between because it is a
extreme love or extreme hate because of the style. It is
so new to listeners. It fits my personality and I am just
looking to reach out too many and bring happiness and
joy.

DMR: Fans are very curious about the lyrics of your
latest soundtrack, would you like to share why you
chose such lyrics?

Kevin: Straight from the heart and that is how I write
most of my songs due to a life experience and these
were the words that came from my heart to my head.

DMR: Are there any upcoming projects you are
working on currently?

Kevin: Yes, i am.  One is a new version of one of my
early tunes called True Messiah and it was even when I
really to coin a phrase a baby in the writing world and
working by the seat of my pants.  I just made it due to
the inspiration that my Lord Jesus wanted me to pen
and was trying to put it in the style of how King David
would have done it in Psalms in the Bible. Today I am
redoing this project into a more modern style.  I believe
this will reach out much better.  It will be called True
Messiah Revisit.  I also have a couple more but they are
just in the concept stage right now.  As you can see i am
not your typical artist in which I write in different styles

these new concepts one is going toward the EDM style
in which I haven’t named exact yet and another is called
I Love The Way You Dream and it will be more romantic
and soulful. Also have been asked recently from other
artists about doing Collaborations in the future. I am
really looking forward to these as a new adventure.

DMR: When are you planning to release your next
superb one?

Kevin: My goal is looking to be finalized hopefully
within the next 2 weeks. Could be sooner but no
guarantee yet.

DMR: If you were not a musician then what would
you like to do?

Kevin: I enjoy the game of bowling and I have made
many accomplishments within the game but I have my
strongest love of music.

DMR: Do you have any plans for a concert tour in
the future?

Kevin: That is a good question and I don’t have any
immediate plans because right now I have only played
in small venues but I want to make sure that my music
will truly be supportive enough for that.  I have only hit
the small Independent Billboard on Repost at number
33 with After The Ball Live Revisit.  I have gotten better
but looking forward to make a splash soon and then
consider making bigger tour dates.  Right now mostly
local.

DMR: Do you have any message for your fans and
well-wishers?

Kevin: I do.  I am very honored that my fans, followers,
listeners and well-wishers are in this together with me
and I promise to them just keep hanging in their with
me it will get better. If anyone has a dream please don’t
let it pass you by like me and coming in late but still
enjoying this accomplishment.  I always love going back
to this quote from Casey Kasem. “Keep looking up and
reaching for the stars” I grew up hearing that on his
radio show American Top Forty every Saturday. That
line is my inspiration to making music.  Thanks for your
time and love to all.
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Jennifer Lopez Treats Her Fans With A Surprise Album After
Almost A Decade

Jennifer Lopez, the award-winning
singer and actress announced her
first studio recorded album ‘This Is
Me…Now’ with BMG nearly a year
ago and it was said that the project
would be released in 2023, even
though the date of release was not
revealed back then.
BMG’s CEO, Thomas Coesfeld
called Jennifer Lopez a ‘global
superstar artist, entertainer… a
phenomenon.’ And shared, ‘We are
thrilled to have the opportunity to
work with her and her team to
release her first album in nearly a
decade,’
BMG’s president, Thomas Scherer
said, ‘We are both excited and
proud to partner with Jennifer
Lopez on this long-awaited sequel
to ‘This is Me… Then.’ Written with
love and through experience, ‘This
Is Me...Now’ is uplifting and
inspiring. ‘Jenny From The Block’ is
back at a point in her career when
her message is bigger than
ever.’The forthcoming set ‘is an

exciting musical trilogy showcasing the
triple-threat’s extraordinary talents.’ as
stated by the press statement. The
entire tracklist of the long-waited album
‘This Is Me…Now’ has been revealed,
they are: 

“This Is Me…Now”
“To Be Yours”
“Mad in Love”
“Can’t Get Enough”
“Rebound”
“not.going.anywhere.”
“Dear Ben, Pt. II”
“Hummingbird”
“Hearts and Flowers”
“Broken Like Me”
“This Time Around”
“Midnight Trip to Vegas”
“Greatest Love Story Never Told”

This will be noted as Lopez’s first solo
recorded studio album in nine years
after the release of A.K.A. on Capital
Records in 2014, which was produced by
RedOne, marked its position at No. 8 on
the Billboard 200 list.

The entire set of 13 songs was
produced by Lopez, Roget
Chahayed, Jeff Gitelman, and Angel
Lopez. Songwriter-producers like
Ray Keith, Hitboy, Carter Lang, Ink,
Kim, and Yeti were credited for
their brilliant contribution.
Brandon Riester acted as the A&R
of the album.  The album was
recorded between the years 2022
and 2023. It is shared that J. Lo took
time out from her busy schedule to
record the album at her home
studio in Los Angeles when she was
not working for ‘Shotgun Wedding’,
‘Marry Me’, and ‘ The Mother and
managed to record the whole
album. Jennifer consistently put in
effort to produce the album.
Although the album has not
unveiled its release date yet it will
be available soon as per the reports.
The multi-hyphenate diva has
created a buzz in the industry after
announcing her upcoming release
nine years after inking a
partnership with BMG.
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PRIYANKA CHOPRA AND NICK JONAS BOTH
WERE MISSED AT THE 2023 MTV VMAS

The power couple has left their fans disappointed as they did not
show up at the VMAs this year. The Jonas Brothers earned
multiple nominations this year at the MTV VMAs. But one of the
prime members of the band was not found as Nick could not make
it to the award function with his beautiful wife and global star
Priyanka, unfortunately. Fans missed seeing the power couple
together at the award function.

Well, the phenomenal actress tied the knot with the Pop singer
Nick Jonas in December of 2018 and has been on the highlighted
news ever since. However, the happy couple is not to be blamed as
they now started a new chapter of their lives as parents, They
welcomed their daughter Malti in 2022 via surrogacy.

Back in 2019 when the Jonas Brothers managed to claim the MTV
Video Music Award for their outstanding performance in the
music video ‘Sucker’ starring the J-Sisters, however, one of the
crucial people, Priyanka Chopra was not seen in the crowd while
the boys were receiving the award.

The 41-year-old star later explained the reason why she was not
present to support his man, ‘I was sick that day, which is why I
couldn’t g

o to the VMAs,’ continued adding, ‘It was supposed to be this fun
night where all six of us got together because we never really get
to do it that often.’

The global actor and singer shared her feelings as she was really
upset, saying, ‘I think Nick felt bad that he was there and I was

unwell, I was watching it from my couch at
home and when they won, just seeing his face I
felt like, 'Ugh.' I should have been there, but I
was so sick, and I saw it on his face.’

The cameras captured the moment when two of
the Jonas Brothers went for a kiss to their
beautiful wives and Nick was seen standing
awkwardly as his beloved wife was not able to
attend the award. Later, she posted a picture on
her Instagram, where she edited herself in the
viral picture to look like she was hugging her
husband, and captioned it saying that she is
always with her man. The crowd of the internet
found it hilarious and made memes out of it but
the legendary star did not shy away to join in
the fun. She later shared that she enjoyed
embarrassing her husband Nick as she posted
the hilarious photo, also said, ‘That's the reason
why I love technology. It doesn't matter if I was
there or not. The picture makes it look like I was
and the internet would believe it,’
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Olivia
Rodrigo Is
Going On
Tour! The
'Guts World
Tour' Has
57 Dates In
2024

The Grammy-winning, multi-
platinum young artist Olivia
Rodrigo has surprised fans with an
exciting announcement. The
musician has announced a total of
57 dates for her upcoming 2024
Guts World Tour. The tour dates
will take place in major cities and
states of North America and Europe
which will include places like New
York City, Palm Springs, Toronto,
California, London, Berlin, Dublin,
Los Angeles, etc.

On the 2024 'Guts World Tour' she
is also bringing PinkPantheress,
Chappell Roan, Remi Wolf, and The
Breeders as parts of her supporting
acts. For the North American
tickets, she asked her fans to
register at Ticketmaster to get early
access to tickets along with
American Express Early Access. Her
fans were asked to register before
the tickets went on sale to mainly
block bots and reduce resale. This
initiative will also help people get

 access to the tickets who
actually are her fans and want to
go on the tour to see her perform.

The registration ends at 7 p.m.
PT/10 p.m. ET/ 10 p.m. BST on
Sunday, Sept. 17. After the
registration ends, the registered
fans will be randomly selected to
get a code which will include
access to the actual sales for the
tour tickets on Wednesday,
September 20, and Thursday,
September 21.

American Express is going to be
the official card for this Olivia
Rodrigo album which will bring
extra advantages for the card
holders. After the registration,
American Express cardholders will
get early access to the tour dates
of the North American wing of the
'Guts World Tour'. They will have
the opportunity to enter the
American Express Early Access for
the North American tour dates.

The card holders can also register
until 10 p.m. Sunday, September
13, to get a chance to unlock
access to tour tickets along with
using their American Express card
completely to complete the ticket
purchasing process. 

The American Express Early Access
begins on Wednesday, September 20
at 3 p.m.

The Guts World Tour will have VIP
experiences and packages. These VIP
ticket experiences will include
unlimited access to a VIP bar
throughout the entire night along
with officially VIP laminate and
lanyard and specially designed gift
items. The packages come with early
entry to the venue, an opportunity
to click photos in front of the VIP
backdrop, pre-show merch shopping
before the general crowd, on-site
VIP event staff, and designated
check-in.

The average ticket for Olivia's Guts
World Tour will cost $49.50-$199.50
in addition to taxes and fees in
America. There will also be access to
VIP packages along with a limited
number of Charity Platinum
packages. A portion of the ticket
sales will contribute to Fund 4 Good,
Olivia Rodrigo's charity. There will
also be Silver Star tickets that Olivia
will make available at a later date.
These Silver Star tickets will be
worth $20 tickets (plus taxes and
fees) and will be limited in numbers.
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LIZZO IS SUED ONCE AGAIN! NOW BY
ANOTHER EX-EMPLOYEE OVER HARASSMENT

AND BULLYING
Lizzo is sued for the second time in the same year by a former
employee. The lawsuit has been filed against the 'Truth Hurts'
singer over harassment and bullying allegations. The ex-employee
claims that she oversaw an "unsafe, sexually charged workplace
culture". The former employee is fashion designer Asha Daniels
who has now accused the singer's wardrobe manager of being
extremely unprofessional and making fatphobic and racist
comments towards black women in the workplace, subjecting
them to mockery. Lizzo's name came as a defendant in the lawsuit,
however, she was not directly accused of workplace harassment. 

In the lawsuit that was filed on Thursday in LA, Asha Daniels said
that she was hired by the singer and her company to work on her
tour in February 2023 but she immediately found the work
environment to be "abusive" and "hostile". The 35-year-old
plaintiff also mentioned that the dancers were also "forced to

 change in and out of their clothes" frequently,
that too in the full view of male crew members
on the stage. The lawsuit also claims that the
male crew members would "lewdly gawk, sneer,
and giggle" at the dancers.

In the lawsuit, Daniels accused Amanda
Nomura, the wardrobe manager of Lizzo of
performing "an offensive stereotypical
impression of a black woman" as well as
mocking the dancers by referring to them as
"fat," "useless" and "dumb". According to the
accusations, Nomura also forced Daniels to
work 20-hour shifts straight without any breaks.
In her lawsuit, Daniels mentions physical abuse
as well as he claims Nomura once shoved her
into a rack of clothes that caused her to injure
her ankle. Along with it, the lawsuit also
mentions how a male backstage member once
sent a photo of "graphically depicting male
genitalia" to a group chat that included more
than 30 crew members.

"No one from Lizzo's management team
addressed this graphic sexual imagery in the
workplace appropriately," the lawsuit claimed.
"Instead, Lizzo's management found the image
to be comical", it continued. When Lizzo's tour
stopped at Amsterdam, Daniels claims in her
lawsuit that she saw Nomura along with other
supervisors "discussing hiring sex workers for
lewd acts, attending sex shows, and buying hard
drugs". She also stated that she was persuaded
to join them. It did not stop there, when feeling
uncomfortable Daniels complained about
Nomura, and she was "abruptly fired", even
though she was asked afterward to provide
further design works.

This lawsuit is similar to another lawsuit that
was filed against the singer in August of this
year. Later denying these allegations, the singer
commented “These sensationalised stories are
coming from former employees who have
already publicly admitted that they were told
their behaviour on tour was inappropriate and
unprofessional." Responding to this latest
lawsuit, Stefan Friedman, a spokesperson for
Lizzo stated that Daniels never had any contact
with the singer during her month on the tour,
while claiming the accusations were
deliberately timed to occur simultaneously with
the singer being presented with a
"humanitarian award".
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Joe Jonas
Gave
Shoutout
To All The
Parents In
His Show
While He Is
Divorcing
His Partner
Joe Jonas and Sophie Turner have
recently filed for divorce as the
couple no longer wants to stay
together. Later, Sophie filed a
lawsuit addressing ‘wrongfully
retained’ as Joe is not letting their
daughters return to England. On
the day, Sophie filed the lawsuit, on
the same date Joe had a concert
with his brothers Kevin and Nick at
Wells Fargo Center in Philadelphia.
In this show, Joe Jonas took the
time and give a shoutout to all the
parents who were present in their
show. The singer said ‘This next
one is all about being a parent’ as
he introduced the song ‘Little Bird’.
Currently, Joe is going through a
hard time as he is going through
the divorce procedures and also
fighting for the daughters. After
giving the shoutout, he also asked
‘any parents in the house’ and said
‘If you’re trying to have kids, best
of luck. We’re rooting for you’.

The couple filed the divorce on the

5th of September and he publicly
said that he was having a ‘tough
week’. The artist has also added
while talking to a fan in the
stadium ‘I just want to say, look, if
you don’t hear it from these lips,
don’t believe it’.

Both Joe and Sophie have said
that are amicably ending their
relationship as their marriage is
‘irretrievably broken’. To the
media, they have confirmed they
‘mutually decided to amicably
end’ their marriage of ‘four
wonderful years of marriage’.
Currently, Sophie has accused his
former husband Joe of refusing to
give their daughters’ passports.
Joe and Sophie are from two
different countries and that is why
both their daughters have
citizenship in both countries.

Previously Joe agreed on their
daughters to live in England with
their mother. But now, the artist is
not willing to give their passports
and let them go to the United
Kingdom. This has created a huge
problem and made their divorce
procedure even more complicated.

Previously both parents agreed that
the children would live in England
and would visit the United States
when their father will be performing.
This was a ‘temporary arrangement’
but now the whole scenario has
changed as Joe has taken a step back
from giving the passports. Now Joe
has said he would like to have an
‘amicable co-parenting setup’ and he
is ‘seeking shared parenting with the
kids so that they are raised by both
their mother and father, and is of
course also OK with the kids being
raised both in the U.S. and the U.K’.
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Delta Goodrem Shares The Joyous News Of Her Life To The
World

Australian singer, 38 could not stop
smiling and chose social media to
share the major news about her
personal life as she got engaged to
her ‘best friend’ Matthew Copley.
Fans are creating a buzz over the
fantastic news and showering their
love and blessings to the happy
couple. They have been dating for
about six years now. They have kept
their relationship private, the
singer shared that it was their,
‘conscious decision’. The
phenomenal singer said in 2018, ‘I
made a (choice) that I’m not even
going to comment ‘yes’ or ‘no’ …
I’ve said nothing for three or four
years,’

However, Delta had posted a
picture of her holding a glass of
wine and kissing her partner in
Malta, at a gorgeous sunset. Posted

 a video as well where she is showing off
her sparkling ring, saying, ‘My best
friend asked me to marry him’ with an
emoticon of a diamond ring. Celebrity
friends and fans including Rebecca Judd,
Jess Gomes, and Samantha Jade hurried
to congratulate the couple as soon as
they dropped the picture. The fans are
going wild and leaving joyous comments
such as, ‘Exciting times!
Congratulations guys, wishing you all
the happiness,’ another one wrote,
‘Wishing you both the best for all the
following years together,’

Goodrem recently lovingly wished her
boyfriend on his birthday, called him her
‘favourite human’ further added,
‘Another year around the sun!! On tour,
on your birthday! Happy birthday to my
best friend and favourite human in the
whole wide world.’ Tagged her fiancé
(former boyfriend) on the post calling

 him her world, and added, ‘I love
you!’Copley responds to that post
very sweetly as he wrote. ‘You’re
the 

🍏

 in my 

👁 😍 ❤ ❤ ❤ ❤

’.
He is also a major part of his
girlfriend’s new record label named
ATLED Records.

He wrote on his Instagram, ‘Getting
to play music anywhere is special
for me, playing music anywhere
with my love is even better, playing
music with my love with my family
in Malta was so incredible!’
Moreover added, ‘But yesterday’s
performance was important for
more reasons than one. With an
incredible team around us that we
could not do any of this without,
Delta and I started ATLED records
and premiered the first song live on
stage!’ Expressed his excitement,
wrote, ‘What a day.’
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Canadian
Artist Drake
is Publicly
Attacking
Megan
Thee
Stallion
with His
Comments

Drake, the Canadian rapper and
singer is making an unpleasant
scenario by making statements
addressing Megan Thee Stallion.
Just a week ago, he made some
really upsetting comments on Halle
Berry. His strange behavior has left
everyone quite surprised. The artist
is continuing his bizarre behavior
to different personas of the
industry and that is creating
complications among everyone.

Currently, the artist is on his It’s All
a Blur Tour. In Houston, the artist
had a performance and gave a
shoutout to a woman in the
audience whose name it Meg. And
from this, he started making
comments on the Grammy-winning
artist Megan Thee Stallion.

In a video, it is seen that Drake is
stating ‘I got to give a shoutout to

somebody here who’s been with
me since the beginning of my
career… Her name is Megan… Real
H-town love. Shoutout to Meg one
time for real—not that Meg, this
Meg’. This video went viral on the
internet and now making a huge
buzz among everyone. Audiences
were quite confused as they
couldn't understand why the artist
said such a thing. No one from the
audience was pleased with his
statement.

Drake shouts out friend and
photographer The Megan during
his latest concert:

Even on the social media platform
Twitter or X, people have said
Drake has been attacking Megan
with his disturbing comments and
it is quite an assault for Megan. He
has also involved Tory Lanez who
has been sentenced to 10 years in
prison for attempting to shoot
Megan.

On social media, many users have
made their statements showing
support for Meghan Thee Stallion
and said ‘I hope Megan eat Drake

 the f**k up in a track. Not that
Megan, Megan Thee Stallion’. Few
have also stated ‘megan let’s get that
drake diss rolling, i have a few ideas’
and ‘drake is obsessed with megan
and it’s so embarrassing’. No one
was quite sure why Drake is saying
such things again and again
attacking the singer like this.

Previously, Drake also said in a song
addressing Megan getting a shot
‘This b***h lie ’bout getting shots,
but she still a stallion’. Against this
statement, Megan also answered on
Twitter. Now Drake is about to drop
his latest album ‘For All The Dogs’.
And maybe the artist is doing this
intently to grab attention.
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TOP 5 SONGS OF SUMMER 2023: A
MUSICAL SUMMER SPLASH!

It is time to know the best summer tracks that can embrace your
pool party this year. Just like every other year, the pop and hip-
hop industry is overwhelmed with multiple new hit projects this
summer as well. While the number of artists is increasing, the
number of successful female music artists is getting high as well.
A better look at the latest summer releases shows that the music
projects that created the most buzz among global listeners are
crafted by female singers and rappers who have already proved
their proficiency in the music industry.
Here are the top 5 summer tracks in 2023, breaking all the top
global pop charts.

1.  ‘get him back!’ - Olivia Rodrigo
Keeping her signature essence of young love and heartbreak
stories intact, Olivia Rodrigo has come up with a brand new song
named ‘get him back!’ The single appears in her second studio
album ‘Guts’ which was released this year. Masterfully designed
and deftly produced, this song shows how far the singer has come
through her musical journey. Her vocal clarity and musical skills
seem to have evolved with successful musical releases. 

Not only singing but the ‘Drivers License’ singer
has also co-written the track along with Dan
Nigro, the reflects her prolific songwriting skills.

Though the song churns out a new-age pop
essence, there is a subtle layer of rap rock which
makes it sound more enticing and high octane.
Based on the subject matter of going back ex for
sweet revenge, the song is pretty exciting
indeed. Somewhere between cussing and
showing love; the banger sets the perfect mood
for some chaos after a heart-wrenching summer
break up. Produced by Alexander 23 and Ian
Kirkpatrick, this masterpiece has already made
its place on the top charts.

2. ‘Last Time I Saw You’ - Nicki
Minaj
‘Last Time I Saw You’ is not just one of the most
iconic songs of this summer but also one of the
most unique attempts by Nicky Minaj. While
this female rapper is well revered for her high-
octane energy and boujee persona, this song
offers an emotional take on love and
relationships. Even the musical arrangement is
toned down than her usual track and
incorporates indie-inspired instrumentals. After
the release of the song, it created much among
listeners as well as other artists for Nicky’s
musical evolution that ranges from high to low
and power dynamics to love.

The song appears in the upcoming fifth studio
album named ‘Pink Friday 2’ by this
Trinidadian-born rapper. Considering this
emotionally charged track as one of the most
vulnerable music projects by the artist; fans
have showered love through the comments,
calling it sad and soothing. Talking about the
track Nicky posted on X, “POW! Even tho
reliving the memories did feel “sad”…After I
wrote recorded & lived w/it, it actually made me
pay more attention to the ppl I still DO have &
how important it is to cherish them & have fun
NOW in the moment; telling them how much u
adore them, etc. made me so happy.” Well, the
fans are happy as well!

3. ‘Demons’ – Doja Cat
Bring out your inner demon with Doja Cat’s
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latest musical work ‘Demons’. Though it is a summer track, the essence in it offers the ambiance of Halloween.
Accompanied by an exciting and spooky music video featuring actress Christina Ricci. Unleashing her demons in this
summer, this song is freaking good and it is not required to say that the official music video took it on a whole new
level. Directed by Christian Breslauer and Doja herself; it is more of a short horror film. Offering a blend of smart,
sinister, and off-key moves; the singer-rapper makes sure her flow is flawless and can meander through the hearts of
her fans. In the music video, Doja could be seen performing in a black latex-like suit with a tail and horns; as if came
straight out of hell. Ricci’s amazing performance and Doja’s quirky presence offered an additional layer of creativity.

4. ‘Used To Be Young’ – Miley Cyrus

Those days are gone when Miley Cyrus used to be a teenage performer; Hanna Montana is now one of the biggest pop
stars in the music industry and is in her 30s now. Growing is truly hard and what is harder is to accept all the
memories of growing even though how bad they were. Offering an ode to the childhood, the yourself, and the adult
self; Miley Cyrus has come up with this latest song ‘Used To Be Young’. That shows her progress while offering a
reflection of life. In the official music video, the singer-songwriter could be seen singing with an emotional face and
moist eyes that make the listeners extend their sob hours.

5. ‘Single Soon’ – Selena Gomez

‘Single Soon’ is a stand-alone single by Selena Gomez where the artist could be seen embracing her soon-to-be
singlehood. While the subject matter is based on offering closure to a partner, the song is also about celebrating
being single rather than crying over it. In the official music video, the singer could be seen enjoying a girls’ night out
with new dresses, shoes, karaoke, food, pool, and lastly, a good night’s sleep. Though, it sounds more like a weekend
plan; Selena assures such girls’ night will come again; by asking ‘Who’s Next?”
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IsBadBunny'sNewsingle
UnPreview'aboutarumored
romancewithKendallJenner?
BadBunny,thePuertoRicanrapperandsinger-
songwriterhasreleasedabrandnewsingle
'UnPreview'whichfansthinkmightbeabout
supermodelKendallJenner.

IsBadBunny'snewestsong'UnPreview'aboutrumored
girlfriendandhorsegirlKendallJenner?Well,severalfans
thinkso.Anyonefamiliarwithpopcultureandiskeeping
upwiththeKardashiansknowsthatKendallJenneris
rumoredtobedatingthePuertoRicanrapperand

singer-songwriter,BadBunny.Nowwithhisnewsong
released,thefansarerelatingthelyricsandsayingitis
abouthisgirlfriend,whoisalsoaconvenientlycertified
horsegirl,basicallycementingtheirromance.
OnMonday,thereggaetónsensationreleasedhis
newestsingleUnPreview'andtheinternet

detectivessparednotimeinbreakingdownthe
lyricsandfindingtheconnectionwithhislady
lover.SocialmediaisblastedwiththebreakdownofBad

Bunny'slovestruckandsexylyricsandfanshavecomeup
withthetheorythatthisisanodetoMisslenner.
AccordingtothetheoriesofBadBunnyfans,thissexy
romanticsongisforhiscurrentpartner,supermodel
KendallJennerwhofirstwaslinkedwiththesingerin
thisyear'sFebruary.

W
TA



ThelyricdatabaseGeniushastranslatedthelyricsfromSpanishtoEnglishand
allthehintsarepointedtowardsJenner."Baby,I'mnotscared/Oftryingyou
andfallinginloveagain"singsthe"UnVeranoSinTi"artistinhisnewest

single.Thelyricstellhowthesingerisnotscaredof

findingloveagainandisreadytotryadifferentstageinhislife,
romantically.Thisindicatesthebloomingromancebetween
KendallandBenito,whoarebothreportedlydatingafter
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Red Velvet Is All Set To Drop Their Latest Album Later The Year
The K-pop band Red Velvet has
finally confirmed their upcoming
album release. Their agency SM
Entertainment has said the album
will be released in November.Red
Velvet, the K-pop band is making
their comeback once again. There
was a rumor on the internet for
some time about their album
release. But now their agency has
confirmed that the group will drop
an album very soon. The group’s
agency SM Entertain has said they
will release the album in November
2023. They have also confirmed
that ‘Red Velvet is preparing a full-
length studio album with the goal
of [releasing the album in]
November’.

The last album of Red Velvet was
released in 2017. Therefore, the girl
group is about to release their next
album after six long years. In this
six years’ time span, many have

 also assumed the band has come to an
end. But they are also putting an end to
this rumor with this album. The band
hasn’t announced any date or the title
of the album. But as the agency has
confirmed the news, it can be said that
the album will be surely released.
The very last creation of this band was
‘The ReVe Festival 2022 – Birthday’. It
was a mini-album, which was released
in November 2022. While working on
this album, they have also collaborated
with Aespa. With this mini album too,
they have gotten much attention from
everyone. Their exceptional musical
presentation has created a buzz among
every pop music enthusiast.

After the confirmation of the album, the
fans have become more excited than
ever. And recently all their fans took
over the internet. On X few have said
‘Finally! Us Red Velvet fans have been
waiting so long for them to return’.

 Another has stated ‘The world will
be saved in November’. One more
user has said ‘Disbandment and
comeback newsin the same month.
The duality.’

This band made their debut on the
1st of August 2014 under the
agency SM Entertainment. This
band started with Seulgi,
Wendy,Irene, and Joy. Later in
March 2015, another member
joined the band named Yeri. Their
exclusive musical creations have
amazed everyone to the core and
garnered the maximum number of
listeners.

Red Velvet has given a wide array of
soundtracks in their career, which
has helped them to reach out to
more listeners and build
anticipation among all for the
upcoming album.
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IVE Is Ready To Pre-Release The First Title Track ‘Either Way’
From Their Upcoming First EP ‘I’VE MINE’

South Korean girl group IVE is
teasing their fans with the pre-
release of the first title track of
their upcoming first ever EP project
named ‘I’VE MINE’. Read to find
out more. 

Heartthrob K-pop girl group IVE is
all set to pre-release the first title
track of their upcoming album
‘I’VE MINE’ and the anticipation is
sky-high among the fans. The track
is called ‘Either Way’ which is going
to tease their first-ever mini album.
The group considers that this
project will offer a dynamic taste
for everyone by depicting different
situations and images.
The album will consist of triple title
tracks. Other than ‘Either Way’,
there are ‘Baddie’ and ‘Off The
Record’. The song ‘Either Way’ will
captivate listeners with a dreamy
synth and a concept where no one
can avoid the people’s gaze. A live
countdown will be held on YouTube
for the pre-release at 5:30 PM KST.
The song will be released on

September 25.

The mini album ‘I’VE MINE’ is all set to
drop on October 13 and there is no
doubt that fans are quite eager about it.
For the track ‘Either Way’, the group has
already offered 6 teaser videos to create
a buzzing effect. Other than the three
title tracks, there will there other tracks
offered in the EP. Let’s take a better look
at the Tracklist.
‘I’VE MINE’ Tracklist

1.  Off The Record (title)

2. Baddie (title)

3.  Either Way (title)

4.  Holy Moly

5.  OTT

6. Payback

The other two title tracks namely ‘Off
The Record’ and ‘Baddie’

will be released on October 6 and
October 13 respectively. The group
has also released concept photos
for each member from IVE and
there’s no doubt that the photos
are stunning.

The images not only express their
musical aura but also reflect the
mood of each song.
Starship Entertainment said in a
statement to the press, "Through
this new album, which contains
three title tracks, IVE will prove
their musical growth and showcase
their own infinite charm."

This powerful girl group is also
preparing for their 1st world tour
'SHOW WHAT I HAVE', which is
going to take place on October 7
and October 8 at Seoul's Jamsil
Indoor Gymnasium. Stay tuned to
learn more about IVE and their
upcoming events.
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The internet sensation Kim
Petras has recently dropped
the boosting and infectious
hook ‘Problématique’ on
YouTube, setting the vibe
high. Leaving the fans jaw-
dropped.

Setting the stage on fire,
the immensely talented
musician Kim Petras has
dropped her latest stormy
soundtrack ‘Problématique’
on the internet. The
German-born singer and
songwriter, now based in
Los Angeles, California, has
introduced a path-breaking
yet fresh side of pop music
to the world of music. She
has not only limited
spreading her charm in pop
but also stepped into
creating electronic dance
music, electropop, dance-
pop, and bubblegum pop.
The proficient musician
was passionate about music
forever. ‘about this dude in
second grade who didn’t
like me back’ was the first
song that she wrote.

The phenomenal artist
appeared on German
television where she shared
her clinical gender
transition when she was 14.
She was also featured in a
talk show and a
documentary. These
appearances made her
popular across the world,
announcing her ‘world’s
youngest transsexual’.
Petras unveiled a yarn of
singles such as ‘Fade
Away’(2008), ‘Last Forever’,
“Die for You’ and
‘Boomerang’ all in 2009.
She also starred in
Sobertruth’s ‘Taste’ in 2008

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

GROOVE TO THE FIERY
MUSIC TRACK

PROBLÉMATIQUE BY KIM
PETRAS

!  !  !  !  " 

and in 2011 she worked in ‘Magnetic’. She dropped her
debut play under Bionic Ballroom ‘One Piece of Tape’.

 Kim Petras has worked with Nicki Minaj in a musical
video called ‘Alone’ which got immense success and
assembled nineteen million views on YouTube.Her
other music tracks are ‘Dirty Things’, ‘Confession’,
‘Deeper’ and ‘All she want is’ etc which managed to
attract thousands of plays on YouTube. She was also
featured on two singles ‘Flight to Paris’ and ‘Heartbeat’
by DJ Klaas back in 2013, then worked with mul

tiple popular producers like
The Stereotypes, C.J
Abraham, Stephen Dresser
Aaron Joseph, and several
others.

The radiant pop star has
captivated the love and
appreciation of music
enthusiasts across the
globe for her uniquely bold
styling and charming
presentation. Her latest
drop ‘Problématique’ has
taken the internet by storm.
The song is led by the
loaded soundscape of twists
and electrifying layers
blended with a fiercely
passionate and
recognizable vocal. A
fearlessly diverse approach
to music introduced a new
path to pop music to the
world. The song is about
three minutes and three
seconds but lasts for a little
bit more with the listener.
The looping hook has
already gathered over
twenty-three thousand
plays on YouTube. The
music track is a superb
combination of all
subtleties and traits of pop
music – quirky lines with
an essence of imagery and
ideas, and the groovy music
composition walking hand
in hand. The track is a true
example of another sound
and lyrical wonder.
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Music Review
Global star  Shakira treats
her fans with the
sensational music video
‘Fuerza Regida-El Jefe’.
Fans can’t hold their
excitement and showering
their love.

If the question is about
setting the stage on fire
then none other than the
phenomenal singer and
songwriter Shakira can take
full responsibility for it. Her
latest drop ‘Fuerza Regida–
El Jefe’ is making a buzz on
the internet for its dance-
floor-ready beats and
radiant lyricism. Born in
Barranquilla, she is called
the ‘Queen of Latin Music’.
The Colombian artist has
always been praised and
loved for her outstanding
performances over the
years for her versatile and
unique performances. The
legendary artist has sold
over ninety-five million
records and got her the title
of best-selling music artist
of all time. She has bragged
home a handful of awards
such as Grammy Awards,
five MTV Video Music
Awards, twelve Latin
Grammy Awards, thirty-
nine Billboard Latin Music
Awards, seven Billboard
Music Awards, and many
more. She gained the title
of Top Female Latin Artist
of the Decade twice.

The magnificent performer
was fascinated by music
while growing up as she
used to seeher father
writing stories, wrote her
first ever poem when she
was only four and named it
‘La rose de cristal’

4.9/5
By Daily Music Roll

SHAKE A LEG WITH THE
STORMY MUSIC FUERZA
REGIDA-EL JEFE’ BY THE
SUPER-TALENTED ARTIST

SHAKIRA
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(‘The Crystal Rose’) and kept her writing going since
then. These poems eventually

turned into songs over time
and wrote her first song
‘Tus gafas oscuras’ (‘Your
dark glasses’). The success
of the legendary musician
was solidified after
releasing Spanish albums
like ‘Sale el Sol’, ‘El Dorado’
etc. Her fearless attitude to
music has impressed her
fans over the years.
Numerous popular music
albums and singles
including ‘Waka Waka (This
Time for Africa)’, ‘Hips
Don’t Lie’, ‘Whenever,
Wherever’, and many more
have attracted the attention
and appreciation of music
enthusiasts around the
globe. The electrifying
layers of the fiery music
video ‘Fuerza Regida–El
Jefe’ instantly grabbed the
attention of the audience
on the internet. The groovy
hook has managed to
gather near about three
million views on YouTube.
Fans are leaving their love
and appreciation in the
comments below. Her
immense talent has paved
the way to the peak of
success over the years with
her unique approach and
versatile presentation of
music. The three-minute
music video will force the
listener to re-play again
and again. The musical
wonder is uniquely bold
and effortlessly charming.
The music video features
the gorgeous and talented
musician Shakira herself,
who is seen performing in
the video and spreading her
boundless charm, making
the music video more
engaging.
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Music Review
Cardi B and Megan The
Stallion’s joint venture
‘Bongos’ sets another
example in the music
industry while creating
some wild buzz. Is it “WAP
2”? Let’s find out!

It has been long since
‘WAP’ created a wild buzz
in the music industry and
the fans around the world.
Since then, the listeners
have been wanting another
collaboration between the
rap queens, Cardi B and
Megan Thee Stallion.
Fulfilling the dreams of the
fans, these two rappers
have joined forces for their
latest release, ‘Bongos’.
Carrying the same boujee
energy at a higher
magnitude along with the
Caribbean flavors is truly
something that resonates
with the masses. However,
what requires more
attention here is the official
music video where both
rappers slayed with their
presence, or rather
performance.

The high-octane energy
with dembow-like beats
surely sounds right and
makes it perfecting its
finesse display of twerking.
It makes sense now why
Cardi B earlier said in a
statement, “We worked so
hard on the music video.
You’re gonna see… that’s
thought put into that.” The
Production did a great job
with a theme that offers a
colorful display of Cardi B
and Megan performing
along with co-dancers. Not
sure if the track needs a
comparison with the ‘WAP’

4.3/5
By Daily Music Roll

TIME TO GROOVE WITH
THE BEATS OF ‘BONGOS’

WITH CARDI B AND
MEGAN THE STALLION’S

DISPLAY OF SLAY
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as its own flavors are distinctively wild and sarcastic
like they need to be. It is not required to say that there
are plenty of bold and unapologetic bars that make you

say ‘Holy S***!’. As the
lyrics go “Better chew it up
like it’s gum / Then wipe
your mouth when you’re
done,” you know you ought
to listen to them.

There is no strong chorus in
the track but the hook of
“Bong Bong Bong”
definitely offers an impact.
Megan and Cardi both
match each other’s energy
and complement each other
with their unwavering
presence. The lyrics of
Megan’s verses also offer
enjoyable moments like Eat
whoever in my way, Ms.
Pacman”, “Purse so big, had
to treat it like a person”,
and last but not least “My
back shots sound like
bongos”. Somewhere
between the sultry
representation and the
brutally honest bars, the
rappers made sure to offer a
complete dose of
entertainment for all.

‘Bongos’ might be just
another chart-topper
banger by the dynamic duo
that is fun, bold, and
entertaining perhaps in an
NSFW way. Evidentally,
Cardi B and Megan Thee
Stallion are going to offer
some tough competition for
their fellow rappers. The
track premiered on
September 8 and already
garnered more than 10
million views and numbers
are still going up. However,
October is Cardi’s Birthday
month, and the rapper said,
“I don’t want nothing
coming out in the month of
October. October is my
month.”
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Travis Kelce
Given A Hint
On His
Rumored
Relationship
With Taylor
Swift
Recently, Taylor Swift has been
seen in the football stadium where
the artist was cheering for the
Kansas City Chiefs. Suddenly
showing up in the stadium was
quite surprising for everyone. But
now there is also a rumor that
Travis Kelce and Taylor are dating
each other. Now the rumor is
becoming true as the footballer
Travis has given a hint that he is
now the man of Taylor’s life. In
recent days, Travis came on a
podcast named ‘New Heights’ along
with his brother Jason Kelce.

His older brother Jason has said in
the podcast that ‘We’ve been
avoiding this subject out of respect
for your personal life – now we’ve
got to talk about it’. And in
response, Tavis jokingly said ‘My
personal life that is not so
personal…I did this to myself
Jason, I know this’. The
conversation didn’t end there and
Jason said ‘Well Trav, how does it
feel that Taylor Swift has finally put
you on the map?’, which made the
rumor clearer for all of their fans.

But still now, neither Travis nor
Taylor has made anything official
or said anything in front of the
media. Therefore, their fans are
expecting that they are together
but it is not confirmed. Their dating

rumors are going even more viral
as Taylor Swift came for the
Sunday match. Along with this,
after the match, they were also
seen driving off the stadium
together. That is why, both of
their fans are eagerly waiting for
the news to be confirmed. But
both of them are not taking any
kind of initiative to make it
official.

Travis’s elder brother Jason has
also made a humorous comment

by saying ‘Travis Kelce has had a lot
of big catches in his career — this
would be the biggest’. Last weekend
the match was held in Arrowhead
Stadium. And recently Travis has
said that in July he went to the same
stadium to attend Swift’s Eras Tour.

So, all these incidents are making
the rumor true to its core. And that
is why, Jason has stated that their
rumors were ‘one hundred percent
true’. Therefore, currently, every fan
of these celebrities is very much
eager and excited to get the news.

As both of them are now being seen
in each other performances then it
can beexpected that they will make
their relationship public very soon.
This new ‘power couple’ is already
making a buzz among everyone.
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Pop Singer
Shakira
Accused Of
Tax Fraud
For The
Second
Time
The Columbian singer has again
been alleged for not paying taxes
by the Spanish government. The
Barcelona Economic Crimes
Prosecutor lodged a complaint
against the pop singer and as a
result, The court situated in
Esplugues de Llobregat opened a
second case. New allegations
appeared after the Spanish court
stated that it began examining the
singer’s wealth tax and personal
income tax in 2018.

A spokesperson of the global star
Shakira shared in a statement given
to a well-known media, ‘defends
having always acted in accordance
with the law and under the advice
of the best tax experts. She is now
focused on her life as an artist in
Miami and is confident that there
will be a favorable resolution of her
tax issues.’ Continued adding,
‘Shakira has always cooperated and
abided by the law, demonstrating
impeccable conduct as an
individual and a taxpayer, and
faithfully following the counsel of
Price Waterhouse Coopers, a
prestigious and globally recognized
tax firm.’

RTVE, the Spanish network stated
that the singer is conscious of the
charges, but her legal team was,
'focused on preparing for the trial
for the 2012-14 fiscal years, which
will begin on Nov 20,’
In the meantime, the ‘Hips Don’t
Lie’ hitmaker is going to stand
trial in a 13.9 million tax fraud
case for not paying them from
2012 to 2014. The prosecutors of
Spain also stated that the pop star
was living in Spain with a former
Spanish soccer player and their
two children, therefore she is
required to pay the taxes by law.
There is an argument on how she
diverted her wealth to ‘companies
domiciled in countries with low
taxation and high opacity’.

Although, Shakira stated that she
was living in the Bahamas mostly
and didn’t accept her guilt in the
case till now. She also shared in an
interview with a famous
magazine, ‘I am confident that I
have enough proof to support my
case and that justice will prevail in
my favor

The public relations firm said that
the Grammy-winner, 'always acted in
concordance with the law and on the
advice of her financial advisers.’
Moreover, the tax authorities of
Spain have crushed down football
stars including Christiano Ronaldo
and Lionel Messi for not paying the
required taxes. Though they were
found guilty but somehow managed
to avoid staying in prison.
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Sunburn Goa 2023: The Biggest EDM
Festival is Returning in December

Sunburn Music Festival is one of the most popular
music festivals in Asia. Over the years it has grown and
become famous even more. That is why, every year in
December, thousands of people visit Goa just to attend
the larger-than-life music festival. It is considered the
biggest electronic dance music festival. Due to Covid-
19, this festival was on hold for some time. But last year,
it made a comeback and became bigger than ever. Now
the organizers have announced the Sunburn Goa 2023,
which is making a huge buzz among all. It is the 19th
year of this music festival that is creating excitement
among everyone.This year, the music festival will take
place on 28th-31st of December. As of now, it is coming
to know that the music festival will take place at
Vagator beach. In the lineup of the show, there will be
various international artists along with Indian artists.
In this music festival, many young and emerging artists
get opportunities to showcase their talent in front of
millions of audiences. If you want to experience this
music festival then you have to know a few things
before going to the Sunburn Goa 2023. Here are a few
things that you need to know-

1.What is the time of the festival? - Each day the
festival will start at 2:00 pm. So the audience needs to
arrive before 2:00 pm at the venue. If you can’t reach
within this time then you can miss many activities that
you surely don’t want to.

2.What is the ticket price of the festival? - The
organizers have also announced the ticket price of the
festival. For this year, the ticket price of the fanpit will
be $45.56, which is INR 3750. But this year, there will be
VIP tickets available too. With the VIP tickets, you will

 get to see the performances from an elevated platform.
Not only that but you will also get access to special entry
lanes, food, bars, and toilets.

3.What are the methods to book tickets? - According to
the report of the organizers, the tickets are now currently
live. Thus everyone can book their tickets. All the tickets
are available on the BookMyShow application. Anyone can
easily book their tickets on this platform and get a ticket
for themselves. They have also announced that the early
birds will get a 30% discount on the tickets. Along with
that, one can also pay 50% ticket price at the time of
booking and pay the rest of the amount later.
This year, the organizers are offering the pay later facility
for everyone, which would be quite helpful. After booking
the tickets for the show, the tickets/ wristbands will be
sent directly to your home within 17th-24th December. In
addition to that, they are also offering the facility to
collect the ticket from the counter at the event venue. But
it is also coming to know that the home delivery of the
tickets is mandatory this time.

4.What is the lineup of the festival? - The lineup of the
artists has still not been announced by the organizers. As
of now, it is coming to know that there will be various
Indian artists along with international musicians. But they
have confirmed that the Australian DJ and producer,
Timmy Trumpet will take the stage. Apart from this, they
haven’t disclosed any other names for the music festival.
Each year, this music festival has arranged some amazing
lineups, so this year everyone’s expectation has gone even
higher. Now everyone is eagerly waiting for the
announcement which will happen very soon.

5.What is the theme of the festival? - For this year, the
theme of the music festival is Enchanted Forest. That is
why, all the audiences are getting ready to experience
some wild electronic dance music in this Sunburn Goa
2023. Sunburn is a music festival that has never
disappointed its audiences. So it can be said that the
audiences will get to have a surreal experience this time
too.

6.What is the Sunburn merchandise this year? - For
the Sunburn Goa 2023, there are merchandise kits too.
You can purchase the music festival kit and enjoy the
performances even more. In the merchandise kit, there
will be a tote bag, Sunburn posters, a flag, three badges,
two coasters, and a deck of playing cards. You can
purchase this merchandise kit if you want.

Apart from all these, there are a few safety measures that
you need to follow while going for the Sunburn Goa 2023.
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Dalton
Gomez Is
Moving On
As Ariana
Grande
Starts
Living With
Ethan
Slater
Entertainment Tonight has come
up with an exclusive story that says
pop star Ariana Grande is moving
on from her separation from her
husband Dalton Gomez and is
already living together with her
rumored love, Ethan Slater. As
Grande is determined about the
separation, her heartbroken
husband from the estranged
marriage is moving along with the
end of their romance. This
confirmation report came after one
day of Daily Mail claiming that
Grande and Slater are living
together.

The source of Daily Mail claimed,
“It seems as if Ariana is holding
onto Dalton in case things with
Ethan don’t work. It is just so
strange that she is living with
Ethan and has not filed documents
to end it with Dalton.” A source
close to the situation between the
pop star and her co-star said
exclusively to the publication,
“Ariana is living with a married

 man right now while she is still
married.” The source of
Entertainment Tonight did not
put a clear statement about the
divorce paper plans between
Grande and her husband. The
source instead shined light on
how Dalton Gomez is handling the
ending of his two-year marriage to
the 'Thank U, Next' singer.
According to the reports, Gomez
who is a Los Angeles real estate
agent, is "throwing himself into
work and working harder than
ever since his split from Ariana.
He is trying to stay distracted and
keep himself busy in positive
ways." ET also reports that the real
estate agent is also moving on
romantically as he "is dating a
little bit and a lot of girls are
giving Dalton attention. He is not
completely over his relationship
with Ariana, but he is doing his
best to move forward."
Neither Grande nor Gomez
confirmed their separation or
commented anything on their
marriage and this is the same case
for Grande and Slater. The new
couple of the town, both Grande
and Slater are in between divorces
from their respective partners.
They met on the set of their
upcoming movie 'Wicked', and fell

 in love, however, multiple sources
confirmed to People magazine that
the romance did not start until after
they were separated from their
spouses.

A common friend of both Grande
and Slater confirmed to People that
the relationship between these two
is much different than what has
been portrayed in the media. They
are just trying to navigate their new
relationship in private", the source
continued. A close family friend also
added, "People have tried to
question the timeline, [but] the truth
is Ariana and Ethan didn't begin
seeing each other until after both
parties were separated, respectfully."
However, the netizens and entire
social media are not happy about
this blooming romance between
Ariana and her co-star.
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SINGER CHLÖE BAILEY WAS CAUGHT
BLUSHING AFTER REVEALING HER CELEBRITY

CRUSH
Chlöe Bailey has got crush on one of the biggest stars in
Hollywood and the truth has been revealed at The Dotty Show.
The “Have Mercy” singer joined the show this week and caught
blushing when she asked about her celebrity crush. That is none
but Michael B. Jordan for whom she really feels something. The
25-year-old singer said, “I’ve been saying that in interviews even,
like, years ago.”

However, the singer has yet to shoot her shot. When asked
whether she has revealed her feelings for Jordan, the singer said,
she has not yet. The host Dotty even tried to suggest to the singer
that she might be “blocking her blessings” by not reaching out to

Jordan, Chlöe responded “I’m big on blessings,
but I’m like, ‘God will bring my blessings to me
when they’re supposed to be here.'”

Even after declaring, “I’ll say it. Michael B.
Jordan is my celebrity crush,” Chlöe never tried
to reach the “Creed” star personally as she said,
“I don’t shoot my shot.” However, when she was
asked “What is it about Michael B. Jordan?” by
the host; she simply failed to answer the
question and began to giggle and blush.
Whether the blessings are “blocked” or “forced”,
it is evident that the Chlöe’s feelings for Jordan
can ignite something.

Love without self-love can only bring more
questions in mind and Chlöe is now prepared
for it. Earlier this year, Bailey appeared in an
interview with the Cosmopolitan where she
revealed that she has been single “for almost a
year”. She believes that this phase has helped
her understand the concept of self-love even
more, which is very important before offering
love to someone else.

She said, “Your girl has just been working on
herself, and I wish I was lying. I tell myself,
‘God, I know what you’re doing. You’re sifting
out the BS, so I can find good lovin’.'” The singer
further added, “When you don’t know your
worth and when you haven’t mastered the art of
loving yourself, you question why others would
love you.” When it comes to romantic bonding
and relationships, the “Swarm” actress said that
she is nothing but “a mush ball” who loves
“cuddles. Bailey said, “I love showing my
passion through our physical beings.” She
further expressed, “I’m such a physical touch
and words of affirmation type of girl, and I want
someone to be just as madly in love with me as I
am with them. I’m one thousand percent a
hopeful romantic.”
However, some netizens have a different take on
it as they doubt that Bailey is going against the
Girl Code as previously, she has been dating Lori
Harvey’s ex-fiance, Memphis Depay. Harvey is
Jordan’s ex-girlfriend and now this story of
having a crush on Jordan offers a new angle to
the story. Whether this is just the story of
another crush or whether they are going to land
on a romantic relationship, is yet to be found
out!
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TOP 8 MUSIC GAMES FOR KIDS TO ENJOY
AND ENGAGE IN MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

Music is considered the food for the soul and it has been proven
that kids are better at learning music at their tender age. Music
games are great in this case as they work like a medium to teach
the young ones about music and different types of genres that
prevail in the industry. Musical activities through these games are
easy, fun, educational, and enjoyable at the same time. Exposing
your child to such activities can help your child find a unique taste
or knack for music which can help in the later years whether you
consider it as a hobby or a career option.

The good effects of Music for Kids

1. Helps to improve their listening skills and attention to detail
2. Musical education enhances brain development
3. Adds more fun and frolic to the teaching process rather than
regular monotonous games

So, if you want your child to learn some music while developing
other skills, there are plenty of music games that can help you do
that.

1.Make Your Own Music

It is a cool idea to let the young brains learn how to compose their
own music. While it sounds a bit trick, the game is pretty easy and
lets your children have all the fun they can get.

How to Play

Create different symbols and denote them with different sounds
for easy understanding. For example, a circle can mean a clap, or a
square can mean stomp with foot, etc.
Utilize the symbols and offer instructions clearly to children to let

them compose
Let them display their composition through
symbols and ask others to follow the ‘notes’,
who knows you might come up with the next
masterpiece

2. Musical Masterpiece -This game is more of
an amalgamation of art or drawing with music
that allows children to learn both in a fun and
enjoyable way.

How to Play

Give the players a sheet of paper and colors
Ask them to draw only when the music is
playing
When the music stops, each player must stop
drawing and move to the next desk
As a result, everyone gets a chance to draw on
others' work; offering a cohesive mentality of
teamwork and appreciating others’ artwork

3. Karaoke Competition - This is a simple fun
game for everyone to enjoy whether with family,
friends, and students. Karaoke offers the pure
joy of singing without the fear of getting judged.

How to Play

Write down the names of different songs on
small pieces of paper and put them in a jar
Divide the players into teams
Each member of the team has to draw a piece of
paper and sing the song that is written on the
paper

4. Musical Hide & Seek - Just like Hide & Seek
but with greater emphasis on music and sounds.
It is mainly played with different objects and
greatly improves listening skills among kids. 

How to Play

Find a tool or toy that makes sound or plays a
tune
Hide the object somewhere and let your
children find it
Make the task more complicated each time that
works like a puzzle
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5. What’s That Sound? - Do you remember the feeling when you first heard a guitar? You probably do not.
Childhood is the best time to learn about different music and instruments and how they sound. This game can help
in the process.

How to Play

Play the sounds of different instruments and ask them whether they know it
You can do the same with music by playing a song and asking them how many different kinds of musical instruments
are used in it

6. Music Trivia

This is actually a great game for educating children about music and sharpening their knowledge about the music
industry It is filled with numerous genres and artists. A quiz on music is perhaps the best way to engage a larger
group of children through a common activity.

How to Play

You can play this with individual participants or in teams
Fix a set of questions based on popular music and legendary artists
You can also use this game for revising music lessons and encourage them to brush their knowledge of music

7. Spin the Mic

Just like Spin the Bottle or Truth and Dare; spin is just another variation based on microphone and music. It is a
blend of Karaoke and Trivia where things can get more fun and interactive.

How to Play

Let the kids sit in a circle and put a working microphone in the center
Get anyone to spin the mic whoever the mic points at the end of spinning has to sing or participate in a musical
activity offered by the spinner
You can also use elimination and addition to include more players and keep it dynamic

8. Antakshari

It is one of the most popular music games in India and the Middle East that can even captivate the elders of all ages.
The games follow a set of rules and are mainly based on the movie tracks and regional tracks.

How to Play

Establish a clear set of rules and divide the players into different groups
The moderator picks a consonant and the first team has to sing a song that starts with the same letter
The loop continues as the second team has to sing a song that starts with the first’s teams ending consonant of the
word where they stopped singing. Each team has to sing at least 2-3 lines

Other than the aforementioned ones, you can also engage children in games like Party Island, Strictly Come Dancing,
Musical Limbo, Dance Like an animal, Mood Music, and many different ones. All of these games are enjoyable to play
and guess what? Not just your children but you can also enjoy the games yourself.
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Lil Wayne’s ‘Brand New’ Lyrics Had Eminem Amazed
Everything started on the night of
28th September; this was the day
Lil Wayne’s ‘Brand New’ was
creating formidable results
amongst the world of Hip-hop fans.
One of the greatest rappers of the
time, Eminem writes on X, formerly
known as Twitter, to let his
audience know how awestruck he is
on witnessing this Lil Wayne
release.

Slim Shady wrote, "Bro Wayne just
said 'got a bunch of zeros like a bag
of new funyuns!!”. The Detroit rap
god also has confessed that he was
slightly envious that he was not the
one to come up with these lines,
and he added, "F**K why didn’t I
think of that????"

The line he was referring to in his
post was from Wayne’s latest track
‘Brand New’. And the line goes like,
"Yeah, brand new money, brand

new hundreds/Got a bunch of zeros like
a bag of new Funyuns." Another line
from the song with a similar sort of vibe,
was, "Brand new phone with a brand
new number/On some brand new sh!t,
need a brand new plumber."

On the 29th of September, Lil Wayne
released more material including his
new “Tha Fix Before Tha VI” mixtape.
This mixtape has 10 incredible songs
featuring Jon Batiste, Cool & Dre,
Fousheé, and Euro. He announced an
upcoming prequel of his “Tha Carter VI”
album. Everyone including Lil Wayne
and his team is hoping Eminem also
reviews these songs as well. The release
date of this album hasn’t been
confirmed yet.

‘Brand New’ is part of his Cali rappers’
collab project for ‘Hit Me When U Leave
The Klub’. The entire playlist is available
now. Eminem and Wayne have

a protracted past of mutual
admiration and respect. They both
teamed up for ‘Forever’ over a
decade ago, and this mutual
appreciation has been continuing
ever since. The duo has
collaborated for ventures like ‘No
Love’ and ‘Drop the World’. And
their ventures have gone 5X
platinum with time.

In 2020, Marshall Mathers was
featured on Wayne’s “Young Money
Radio”. In the show, they both
chatted about their individual
creative process of making a song,
writing rhymes, and various other
aspects of this creative field. Yet,
Eminem’s fans have not yet
recovered from the awestruck
nature of his last year's album,
‘Curtain Call 2’.
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The Pop
Star
Assures
Her Fans
That The
Knives Are
Fake In The
‘ Dancing
Video’
Britney Spears, the American singer
frightened her fans unconsciously
by posting a video where she is
seen dancing with two kitchen
knives. ‘Baby One More Time’
singer mentioned that she was
heavily influenced by the ‘Hips
Don’t Lie’ singer’s electrifying
performance at the MTV VMAs
where pop star Shakira has been
seen performing on her biggest hits
and flourishing knives. Spears
spilled out the reason repeatedly,
writing, ‘I’m trying to imitate one
of my favorite performers Shakira,’
Worthy of the Ventura County
Sheriff’s Office, Captain Dean
stated, ‘Somebody close to Britney
had seen the video posted on social
media, where she's dancing and
twirling with knives in her hands,
and they were really concerned for
her mental well-being.’

The cops talked to the security
team of the ‘Gimme More’ singer
through the intercom and they
were assured that the singer was

 ‘fine’ and there was nothing to
worry about. One policeman
shared, ‘They didn’t want to let
the officer in to see her
physically.’

The ‘MIND YOUR BUSINESS’
singer later shared to her
Instagram and requested her fans
not to worry after her fans got
concerned seeing the video of her
dancing with knives.

She additionally wrote, ‘I know I
spooked everyone with the last
post, but these are fake knives
that my team rented from Hand
Prop shop in LA.’ Alongside
shared, ‘These are not real knives.
No one needs to worry or call the
police.

I'm trying to imitate one of my
favourite performers Shakira … a
performance I was inspired by !!!
Cheers to us bad girls who aren’t
afraid to push boundaries and
take risks!’

However, the police authorities
visited earlier in January Spears at
home for a wellness

check when she deleted her account
on Instagram.

Later, she stated on social media
that the step was absolutely
‘uncalled for’, also explained the
reason behind deleting her account,
said, ‘there were too many people
saying I looked like an idiot dancing
and that I looked crazy’ and
continued adding, ‘Honestly I was
doing my best but it disturbed me to
see people freely talk about it on
TV.’

In addition to that, Spears shared on
Twitter, ‘As everyone knows the
police were called to my home based
on some prank phone calls, I love
and adore my fans but this time
things went a little too far and my
privacy was invaded.’

Well, the ‘Circus’ artist is all set to
release her most-awaited memoir
‘The Woman in Me’ which is
reportedly scheduled to arrive in
October, about two years of a judge
terminating her long
conservatorship.
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Young Rapper Ice Spice Felt The Heat When Being Called On
Her ‘Tragic’ Cooking Skills

The 23-year-old rapper got mocked
as she was showing off her cooking
skills on a breezy Sunday morning
of 17th September. The ‘Munch’
rapper is seen preparing scrambled
eggs with eggs, raw onions, spinach
and tomatoes. Though, while
cooking she expressed her doubts,
she added cheese and pepper and
admitted that it could taste ‘really
nasty’ as it was her first attempt at
cooking. After making the hilarious
food she sounded not so happy
about her creation. She also added
saying while mixing all the
ingredients, ‘It should look like
this,’pls delete ??????

Well, the ‘Princess Diana’ rapper’s

poor culinary skills are particularly
hysterical as food has been a part of her
career from the very beginning of her
career. She got her fame with a song
named ‘Munch’, though it is something
about eating. Moreover, her latest
soundtrack is called ‘Deli’. Also, fans do
not forget to compare her new Ice Spice
Munchkin Drink which was launched on
the 13th of September. Ice Spice is one
of the flaming names in the rap game
currently. She worked with Nicki Minaj
on a song for the Barbie movie.

The recipe went viral fast and fans are
not shying away from mocking the poor
culinary skills of their favorite rapper.
One commented below the post, ‘looks
TRAGIC’, others offered her some

cooking tips mockingly, saying,
‘Fingers crossed [that] next time,
she sautés the onions before adding
tomatoes.’ While the other one
reposted her post on Twitter and
captioned, ‘Well, at least she’s
eating her spinach.’ Another critic
commented. ‘got my stomach
beatboxing,’.

However, the rapper is taking in the
trolling with not-so-heavy heart as
she also joined in the fun and
remained positive as she
reciprocated to some of the
hilarious trolls. She playfully asked
one of the trolls to delete her post
with some dizzy and silly
emoticons.
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STAR-STUDDED ACM HONORS AWARDS
SHOW 2023, HOSTED BY CARLY PEARCE IS

NOT SOMETHING TO BE MISSED
The Academy of Country Music Honors Awards will be aired on
Fox at 8 p.m. ET OR 7 p.m. CT. The show is for two hours and if
one does not own cable or is unable to experience it on the 18th of
September, it will be again streamed on Hulu beginning on the
19th of September.

Although the show is not live, it is pre-recorded on 23rd August at
Ryman Auditorium on Lower Broadway. CEO of the Academy of
Country Music, Damon Whiteside shared in a statement, ‘We are
thrilled to be working with FOX for a second year to bring one of
our industry’s favorite nights, filled with emotional tributes and
unforgettable performances, to primetime television,’
Furthermore, host Carly Pearce. Keith Urban, Luke Combs,
Miranda Lambert, Dolly Parton, Hardy, Trisha Yearwood, and Cody
Johnson will be performing at the award show among other stars.
The star-studded performances of this year will be unfair to miss.

The 16th annual ACM Honors Awards is one of the most popular
awards shows for the fans of country music undeniably will be
aired tonight. Carly Pearce will be hosting the show.
Tim McGraw, the 56-year-old artist shared his feelings while
accepting the award that how fortunate he is to be in the industry

and warned the audiences at the auditorium by
saying, ‘I’m gonna try to get through this, but
I’m a weeper.’ Further added, ‘I'm pretty
fortunate. Country music has given me
everything good that's come in my life,’
continue adding, ‘I mean, I would not have met
my wife without country music. I would not
have my three daughters without country
music. I would not be able to do movies. I would
not be able to do TV shows. I wouldn't do
everything I've been able to do without country
music.’

Breland was awarded with the opening ACM Lift
Every Voice Award, and offered one of the most
heartwarming acceptance speeches of the night.
He said, ‘I just want to say winning this award is
truly the highest honor that I’ve received in my
career,’
Moreover, the superb trio of singing and
songwriting Clint Black, Mary Chapin
Carpenter, and the late K.T. Oslin were awarded
each with the ACM Poet’s Award. Lady A
performed in Black’s 1993 hit ‘A Bad Goodbye’ as
a tribute to him. Black shared his feelings while
accepting the award, ‘This only happens
because so many people come together and get
behind a guy or girl and make things happen for
them.’
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MAN BEHIND JAWAN’S SMASHING ALBUM:
ANIRUDH RAVICHANDER AND HIS OTHER

WORKS!
Currently, the biggest film in India is Jawan which is killing the
box office not only in this country but overseas. A lot of South
Indian stars including the female lead in the movie Nayanthara
made her Bollywood debut with this project. It is also the first
Hindi project of Anirudh Ravichander, the music composer of
Jawan. The film’s album is currently trending worldwide with
'Chaleya', the promiscuous love track, and ‘Not Ramaiya
Vastavaiya’, the ultimate dance number with the film’s
background music.

If you are already impressed by Ravichander’s compositions, wait
till you discover that the young superstar has other works equally
magnificent in the south Indian industry. So, let's move on to the
records of Anirudh's career and hopefully by the end of this read,
you will have an extended playlist and a new-found appreciation
for this 32-year-old musician.

Jawan magic! An Anirudh musical 

One of the reasons why Jawan is performing so well in the
worldwide box office is definitely the captivating soundscore of
the movie. Anirudh’s magic clearly showed when people started
dancing in the theatre on ‘Zinda Banda’. The palpable energy of
the track sets the stage for the incoming storm.

He then carried the album with ‘Chaleya’ which takes the
audience on a rollercoaster ride of romance and love.

With the high and low notes shining lights of
both Arijit Singh and Shilpa Rao’s voices,
Anirudh creates a perfect background ballad for
your romantic evenings.

Anirudh’s magic once again reflected through
the romantic and dance items, ‘Faratta’ and
‘Not Ramaiya Vastavaiya’ which successfully
amped up the audiences and the storyline. Then
he finishes the album with the most soul-
touching ‘AararaariRaaro’, a heartwarming
inflexion that has minimal yet effective musical
arrangements, an Anirudh signature.

Since it is impossible to ignore the fantastic
music of Jawan, here are some of the other
magnificent works of Anirudh Ravichander.

'Why this Kolaveri Di?' - 3

The talented artist made his debut in the south
industry in 2012 with Dhanush's movie '3'. This
movie starred Dhanush and was the directorial
debut project of his cousin Aishwarya R.
Dhanush. While he was still completing his
graduation, Anirudh had given background
scores for several short films made by Aishwarya
which convinced her to hire him for this project.
Even if you do not follow South Indian films,
you must have heard the big hit 'Why this
Kolaveri Di?'. Well, the track was from this
movie, composed by the one and only Anirudh
Ravichander and sung by Dhanush.

'Kaavaalaa' - Jailer

Another track that is currently taking social
media by storm is 'Kaavaalaa' from the latest
Rajinikanth hit, 'Jailer'. The catchy beats and
enthusiastic composition of the track are a big
hit on Facebook and Instagram reels where
Tamannah dancing with the hook step is going
viral. The song was sung by Shilpa Rao, Arunraja
Kamaraj, and Anirudh Ravichander who
composed the track as well. The song became an
instant hit across multiple languages like
Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, and Hindi.

'PathalaPathala' - Vikram

Now that we are getting into it, one thing is
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becoming clearer than ever, there is no comparison when it comes to composing dance numbers, Anirudh is an
undefeated king. 'PathalaPathala' from the latest Kamal Hasan hit movie 'Vikram' is one track that is played on every
occasion in South India. The fresh track added so much to the movie and after receiving millions of views on the
internet, is one of those tracks that keeps the movie still relevant.

'Vaathi Coming' - Master - When we are talking about viral tracks, Anirudh has a habit of popping up now and then.
'Vaathi Coming' is one of the most viral songs of recent times and is from the movie 'Master'. Starring Thalapathy
Vijay, the track is composed by Anirudh who collaborated with Gana Balachander for the singing.

'Thenmozhi' - Thiruchitrambalam - Anirudh Ravichander does not only deliver massy, upbeat tracks but is equally
capable of setting your mood with romantic love ballads. If 'Chaleya' from Jawan is not enough proof for you,
'Thenmozhi' from the Dhanush stared 'Thiruchitrambalam' will surely make you fall in love with Ravichander's
composition. This track is a typical Anirudh rendition of love, which is romantic and soulful at the same time. The
song also does a great job of making the audience feel swoon-worthy and completely in love with the characters.

'Needa Padhadhani' - Jersey - This is one of the most crucial tracks of the movie 'Jersey' which is composed by
Ravichander and sung by Darshan Raval. Released in 2019, the song comes in a very important part of the movie
which helps the audience see the actor in a difficult time of his life, reflecting on the motivation that he gets to keep
going.

'Naa Ready' - Leo - In case you haven't had enough already, we have another social media favorite for you. 'Naa
Ready' is a track from LEO, starring Thalapathy Vijay that presents the actor in his full glory. The composition of the
track with upbeat musicality and energetic beats will surely make you want to get up and show off those moves on
the dance floor.

'Marana Mass' - Petta - One thing that Anirudh Ravicander is quite capable of and probably is the master of is how
to present his heroes in a heroic light with his music compositions. The same Anirudh magic displays on screen
when 'Marana Mass' plays which marks the bombastic entry of Rajnikanth. The song is sung by Anirudh Ravichander,
and S.P. Balasubrahmanyam, which displays the magic correctly on screen.

All of Ravichander’s albums have a unique combination of tracks that contribute so much to the movie and the
characters, displaying his talent and charisma. After the success of Jawan, the world cannot truly wait for another
Anirudh musical!
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Rejection Alert: ICC Gets Roasted For World Cup 2023 Anthem
On Wednesday the International
Cricket Council (ICC) launched
their official anthem of World Cup
2023. The World Cup is set to begin
on the 5th of October but the
anthem, ‘Dil Jashn Bole’, for this
occasion has been completely
ejected by the crowd. The song
features Bollywood actor Ranveer
Singh along with various other
Popular YouTube faces. The music
composer of this number is Pritam,
one of the most popular music
composers in the Hindi movie
industry. The anthem also features
the choreographer, Dhanashree
Verma, who is also the wife of the
Indian cricket team’s leg-spinner
Yuzvendra Chahal.

The ‘83’ star Ranveer Singh shared
about being on this video, he said,
"As a part of the Star Sports family
and a die-hard cricket fan, being 

part of this anthem launch for the ICC
Men's Cricket World Cup 2023 is truly an
honor. It's a celebration of the sport we
all love."

Music composer Pritam shared that the
motif of the song openly welcomes the
world to celebrate this cricket
extravaganza. He said, "Cricket is India's
greatest passion, and composing 'Dil
Jashn Bole' for the biggest World Cup
ever, has been a tremendous honor for
me. This song is not just for 1.4 billion
Indian fans but for the whole world to
come to India and be a part of the
biggest celebration ever."

On the launch of the song, ICC said,
"The music video encapsulates the
emotions of the global fan community,
uniting nations and fans across different
cultures. The fan-centric anthem
represents an epic celebration, 

designed to resonate with hearts
and ignite spirits. 

The anthem embodies the World
Cup combining the unique Indian
passion for cricket with the
national pride of all competing
nations to create an unrivalled
global sporting occasion."

But all in vain, despite every effort
to make this number a hit, fan has
chosen to right away dismiss this
number. Not just that, ICC has also
been heavily criticized for not
being able to offer something that
can be in sync with the pulse of
every cricket lover.

The previous editions of World Cup
songs like the 2011 song ‘De
Ghumake’ by Shankar Mahadevan
were a massive hit.
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